Distribution properties of cephalosporin in man: pharmacokinetic and experimental approaches.
The distribution properties of cephalosporin derivatives in man were analysed according to a two-compartment model and several pharmacokinetic approaches were followed to calculate disposition parameters. These calculations resulted in different parameters with the dimension of either volume or time or in relative values. These correlate significantly with experimentally derived disposition data, e.g., the volume of distribution of the peripheral compartment vs. the ratio of intravascular and extravascular AUC-values or the mean residence time vs. absolute drug levels at various extravascular sampling sites. Based on calculated disposition parameters, the various cephalosporin derivatives can be assigned to 4 different clusters with specific distribution properties, which correlate significantly with the daily dose recommended for the treatment of moderate to severe infections. This demonstrates the clinical relevance of mathematically derived distribution parameters for the prediction of drug levels in extravascular sites and for the design of therapeutically effective dose regimens. The usefulness of other pharmacokinetic concepts is discussed together with the graphical computation of experimental data according to kinetic hysteresis analysis.